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LONG DISTANCE WALKERS ASSOCIATION

NORTHUMBRIA GROUP

CHEVIOT HILLS 2000FT SUMMITS WALK
An open challenge walk of twenty five miles visiting the two thousand foot plus summits in the Cheviot 
Hills.

Maps required: OS Landranger sheets 74 Kelso, 80 The Cheviot Hills and 81 Alnwick and Rothbury or OS 
Pathfinder sheets 487 The Cheviot Hills Central and 475 The Cheviot Hills North or Outdoor Leisure 16 
The Cheviot Hills.

Nearest Youth Hostel: Wooler GR NT991278.

There are eleven trig points or spot heights of over two thousand feet on the OS maps which cover this 
area. The walk aims to link the distinct summits that exceed the two thousand foot contour. Five of the spot 
heights are considered to be outliers of Cheviot itself and are not included in this circuit, but for any walker 
who wishes to include them they are Cheviot East Cairn 2656' at GR NT915208, Braydon Crag 2353' at 
GR NT893215, Auchope Cairn 2382' at GR NT891198, Cairn Hill 2545' at GR NT904195 and the summit 
at the sharp bend in the border fence 2419' at GR NT895194. this area is very wet and excessively boggy 
in bad weather but it can easily be included in the walk adding about one hour to the time.

The recommended route takes in the summits of Cheviot, Windy Gyle, Bloodybush Edge, Cushat Law, 
Comb Fell and Hedgehope. The walk is best started from Harthope Valley and there is parking for several 
cars at the junction of the Hawsen and Harthope Burns at GR NT954225. If starting at Wooler a clear path 
can be taken via Waud House GR NT984277, Wooler Common Farm GR NT974265, Broadstruther Ruin 
GR NT941248 and joining the route from the Harthope Valley between the head of the Hawsen Burn and 
Scald Hill. Starting at Wooler adds ten miles of walking with at least an extra thousand feet of ascent.

There are few topographical dangers with the exception of the deep gorges of the Hen Hole and Bizzle 
Burn but distinctive features are also few. In mist the border fence is a good guide but the return to the start 
may prove extremely lengthy. Experienced walkers know the dangers of apparently benign hills such as 
these but it must be stressed that this is a long walk over rough terrain where cold and fatigue are the 
greatest dangers. Take plenty of food and drink, walking boots, wind and waterproof clothing, maps and 
compass. Never be afraid to retire to safety - the hills will be still there for a future attempt.

The route between the summits was walked by the Northumbria Group in June 1987. at valley level please 
keep to the public rights of way and always obey the Country Code. The walk may be tackled in either 
direction but this description starts by ascending Cheviot.

ALTHOUGH THIS DESCRIPTION HAS RECENTLY BEEN RE-TYPED THE DESCRIPTION WAS 
COMPILED IN 1987 AND THEREFORE SOME LANDMARKS PARTICULARLY FORESTRY MAY 
HAVE CHANGED.

From the start near Langleeford ascend the path alongside the Hawsen Burn and turn left at the fence, or 
ascend direct to Scald Hill using a path from GR NT945217. The fence will take you past Cheviot East 
Cairn and the summit cairn of Cheviot 2676' at GR NT909206 is reached over boggy ground, the last ten 
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yards being the worst. Follow the fence over more boggy ground to Cairn Hill and on to an oblique bend in 
the border fence at GR NT895194. Follow the fence and Pennine Way south west to the second main 
summit Windy Gyle 2032' at GR NT854154. a gate near the cairn leads onto a path to Scotchmans Ford, 
Little Ward law and around the corner of the forest. Where the Hepden Burn emerges from the forest track 
to Uswayford Farm crosses on a bridge and can be followed to the
farm.

From Uswayford a path can be followed aiming between Bloodybush Edge and Yarnspath Law until 
several fences meet near another forest boundary. Follow fences uphill to Bloodybush Edge 2001' at GR 
NT903143. From Bloodybush summit follow the fence into the col and then up to the summit of Cushat 
Law 2026' at GR NT929138. Now your choice is simple (1) as we did , drop directly down into the 
Breamish Valley at Low Bleakhope, follow the farm road to High Bleakhope and reach Comb Fell via 
Shielcleugh and Coldlaw Cairn or (2) follow the ridge from below Cushat Law across Salters Law, over 
Lint Lands at GR NT902162 to Breamish head at GR NT902182 and turn right to Comb Fell 2132' at GR 
NT919187. From Comb Fell follow the fence into the dip and up the steep slope to Hedgehope 2348' at 
GR NT911499.

from the summit descend alongside the fence to kelpie Strand at GR NT952203 where a posted path will 
be found to take you via Long Crags and Hausey Crags to a footbridge at the confluence of the harthope 
and Hawsen Burns at GR NT953225.

To return to Wooler from here follow the path up the right side of the Hawsen Burn to GR NT948229 
where take the route up to the right passing below Hawsen Crags to a stile alongside a gate in a fence. A 
clear path should be picked up to Broadstruther Farm ruins and the route to Wooler. If the weather is 
against you follow the road down the Harthope Valley to Wooler via Skirl Naked, Middleton Hall and 
Earle.

Details of the route are:

Miles Cum Miles Ft Ascent Time
Start 0 0 0 0910
Cheviot 3.5 3.5 1920 1100
Windy Gyle 5.0 8.5 2430 1300
Bloodybush Edge 5.0 13.5 3220 1500
Cushat law 2.0 15.5 3615 1545
Comb Fell 5.5 21.0 4700 1815
Hedgehope 1.5 22.5 5195 1855
Finish 2.5 25.0 0 1950

This walk was developed by members of the Tyne Tees Group of the Long distance Walkers Association 
and was reported in an early LDWA newsletter by David Howe (LDWA 363) who completed the walk  
with three friends in ten hours. The fastest recorded time is 4 hours 48 minutes by Peter Whewell (LDWA 
1134). Ten hours is an average time. 

Thanks are due to Gwyn Rose a previous recorder for transferring the walk to the Northumbria Group.

For those who wish it a completion certificate is available. Please send a brief report including times at 
each summit along with an C5 (6" x 9") S.A.E. and two first class stamps to cover expenses to: Ron 
Chambers, 8 Handley Cross, Consett. DH8 6TZ.


